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HOW HER UNIQUE STYLE IS 
CHANGING HOW PEOPLE SEE ART.

Find Your
INNER
BEAUTY SUMMER VIBES:

TRENDING LOOKS IN
STUDIO

T R E N D I N G

Four Secrets to Perfect

Boudoir Photos

End Those Insecurities



FOUR SECRETS TO
PERFECT BOUDOIR
PHOTOS.

Posing for Body Type

No matter what size,

shape, features you 

 are or have, we will
make them work for
you in the best way
guaranteed!

Showing Off Curves
According to
Wikipedia, a news
article discusses
current or recent
news of either
general
interest or of a
specific topic.

Political or trade
news magazines.

I have heard every excuse in the book about why NOT to

have a boudoir or glam session done. Everything from I

need to lose some weight to I shouldn't spend money on

myself, and don't forget , " what will I do with that many

photos of myself?" It's all non-sense! The women I work with

are every day women of all sizes, ages, shapes, and

backgrounds. I rarely work with professional models unless

it is a commercial shoot and I appreciate it being that way. I

get to witness first hand these women stepping out of their

comfort zone and into a whole new light. In my studio, they

finally get to see that naturally beautiful creation they were

meant to be for the first time in their lives. They finally see

themselves like others see them and they are forever

changed by what I do. 

The work here is nothing if not a life-changing experience,

monumental. 

Every woman should have this experience at least once in

her life if not every single year. Where and who you are now

is absolutely worth celebrating every moment of. Do it. You

will not regret it. 

POSE LIKE A PRO
Back Arch

Every woman looks
incredible in a back
arch position. The
secret is the right
angle and lighting.

Leave that to me!
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Expression
Being able to say the

right thing to get the

client out of their head

and into the moment is

gold. Acheive this and

you have won most the

battle. Capture their

personality!

"Kandice is amazing to work with! She is
professional and kind. She takes her time

to make sure that her clients are
captured at their best, and the end result
is breathtaking. I highly recommend her

incredible services."  -Lady H



T H E  L A S T

O F   T H E

I N S E C U R I T I E S

Even for the most shy, conservative,

uncertain woman who doesn't believe in

herself, I say bring it. 

Bring me all of it and I will show you who

you are. Don't shy away, don't allow

yourself to miss an incredible opportunity

because you think your waist line is too

big, smile is too crooked or you have a

some new-found lines and wrinkles. 

We take all that and use it to show you

that all those things are not what people

see when they look at you. They are at

best barely noticeable in a sea of the

alluring essence of  who you are as a

woman.

We will show you all the best parts of you

in a way that will blow your mind. 

Trust me, let the walls come down, grab

your hottest heels and join me.
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We  must say red, red everywhere this year! It does not have to

be a sea of red, it can be a subtle pop. One thing we are really

noticing is that red heels and black heels with red bottoms

are HUGE right now.  From red sheets, to red lace, to a red

piece of jewelry, we see it all. Have you gotten yours yet? Don't

miss it. 

The wings, oh the glorious wings. We actually have our first

pair in the studio this Spring. They are black, super sexy and

sleek. They would look incredible paired with red, black,

white, champagne, leather or lace. I cannot wait to run a

promotion this Summer and let all the ladies get their

chance. We will be also getting an ostrich feather grey in this

year. Get on the books and  secure your memorable day. 

Wikipedia  is a multilingual, web-based, free- 
content encyclopedia project.  |  wikipedia.com

Trending Looks in 2022.
I see  red...
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Y O U R
"Kandice was such fun to work with and

makes you feel so comfortable in your
own skin! She is great with guidance for

poses and truly makes your session
about YOU! Her studio is nice and

private with many options for
backgrounds, accessories, and colors.

Her work is truly beautiful; she edits her
photos to help accentuate your natural

beauty instead of trying to cover up
everything with unnecessary filters.
There are so many options for prints

and packages as well. You'll feel like an
absolute queen being photographed by

her and the photos will be absolutely
magical when all is said and done! "   -

Kadence



It's your turn.

Be the Fire.

beautifulsoulboudoir.com

kandicemarie.com

803.730.5618


